Grip Training for your Deadlift
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Have trouble opening jars? Your hands look someone who got
smashed by a house in the Wizard of Oz? You’ve got problems. Well,
fortunately you are doing something about it. You are accessing a
wealth of knowledge, on the greatest Powerlifting site on the web
– www.EliteFTS.com. To increase your bench, dead and squat, one
essential aspect everyone forgets – is strengthening your grip.
Gripping the bar with the strongest / tightest grip possible is
essential for locking your body into a solid, weight bearing
structure. There are many different types of grip strength;
supporting, pinch, crush, levering, bending and tearing – for
instance. For this article we will focus on supporting strength as
it pertains to your deadlift.
Here are 3 quick, simple exercises that will help increase your
deadlift grip.
1. Double – Over-Hand Deadlifts (double pronated)
This simple adjustment to your normal alternated grip, will provide
huge gains in your supporting
strength during competition and training. Take your normal deadlift
stance, conventional or sumo, load down into the bar, and grasp the
bar with a double over-hand grip. You will be quickly humbled by the
amount of weight you can pull. Typically, a person who has never
done this
will only be able to pull around only 60-70% of your 1RM,
especially if you are loading with bands. The weight will roll right
out of your hands! During your normal training day, use this grip
until you cannot hold the bar anymore, then switch to your normal
alternated grip, and finish your workout.
2. Thick Bar Lifting
Go to the junkyard and get an 8’ pipe, anything close to 2” OD
(outside diameter). Take a 2 ½ lb plate with you to make sure it will
fit on the pipe with the least amount of free space. Use this
bar everyday; for cleans, deads (double over-hand, or alternating),
military press, bent-over rows, bench or any exercise you can use a
regular bar for… The finger / wrist strength you will gain from
incorporating thick bar work will transfer your grip strength over
to new PR’s.
3. Wide Pinch
Working your grip in this outstretched position, will tax the
endpoints on your fingers and teach

you to flex the palm of your hand. This is one of the key components
to overall hand strength. How do you work wide pinch in a typical
gym? Grab 3 x 25’s and place them all together, with
outer 2 – 25’s smooth side out. Grasp the 3 x 25’s with a double
over-hand grip (fingers on the outside of the stack of weights) and
pick them up. Hold them for time. Not too hard? Try this: 3 x 35’s!
Pick them up and hold for time. Hope you don’t plan on using
utensils when you eat next, because you won’t be able to hold a
fork…! For a variation, grab the 3 x 25’s or 3 x 35’s with a double
under-hand grip (supinated, thumbs on the outside of the stack of
weights).
Cycle these 3 tips into your training and your deadlift grip will be
solid as a vise. Always throw them in at the end of your workout
because you don’t want your grip to be a limiting factor for your
core exercises. Believe me - your hands will be destroyed!

